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 The film is based on an actual incident which took place in a village in Madhya Pradesh, India. This is the directorial debut of
famous action film director Karan Johar. The film is said to be a combination of Hindi Film Industry best and horror films. The

film is based on a paranormal event that took place in Madhya Pradesh, India in the year 1996. The film depicts an action-
packed thrilling drama that reveals the truth about the supernatural... Examined a rock-solid alliance, a troubled marriage,

amorous mishaps. Every year, a new tale of romance unfolds on the silver screen. Yet, do we ever really believe that each and
every story is based on a true incident? Quite possibly, sometimes, we unknowingly accept the fiction that crosses our path.

There comes a time when we start believing that everything in life is guided by fate. This belief can be described as irrational,
but it is real. The directorial debut of National Award winning writer-director Anees Bazmee, this film is based on a real
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incident that took place in December 1996 in the village of Deoli, Madhya Pradesh, India. When a newspaper publishes a story
about supernatural incidents in Deoli, the village people begin believing that there is a spiritual world beyond this. On their way
to the festival of Holi, a young couple stops to visit the village, claiming to be tourists. But the owners of the house think that

they are thieves. As soon as the couple leaves, the house is burnt down. The villagers take matters into their own hands by
organising a rumour. Their way of proving whether the existence of a spiritual world is real or not starts when an old man's heart

stops beating because of a spiritual pressure. The villagers then take it upon themselves to find out the reason for it. The story
takes an unexpected turn when they find the bloody hand of the village's blacksmith, who died two months earlier. From there
onwards, everything that the villagers try to find out leads to something even more mysterious. Will the villagers' effort to find

out the truth be successful? What will happen if they don't? Can the two live happily after the incidents? Or do they even
deserve to be together after all they've been through? The film is based on the actual story of the 1995 Deoli village incident,

which was the inspiration for the hit Hindi film Shuddh Desi Romance. Shuddh Desi Romance stars 82157476af
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